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Welcome!

I know that many of you have your own tools and practices in place. This

e book is a collection of ideas from my time teaching wellness in schools.

Feel free to use, borrow, change and extend upon the content within. The

idea here is that I have opened the door - now it is up to you as

educators to take what resonates and suits you, what you feel might

benefit and suit the children in your care this year and to run with it.

 

Extend upon this learning. Practice the basics. Don't be afraid to let the

children lead and teach. Learn alongside each other - just give it a go.

You do NOT need to be a yoga teacher or a meditation expert. 

These wellness tools are for everyone and a messy attempt is better than

no effort at all.

And most of all - remember to HAVE FUN

Deb 



"Ocean Breath"

 

Inhale and lift 

arms wide and high like the

rays of the sun coming up in

the morning. 

Gently touch the hands

overhead and lower to

heart 

centre while exhaling a

slow soft "

 "Haaaaaa"

 

Sit on your knees, hands on knees or floor

Take a big breath in  then

lean forward, flare your eyes, poke out your

tongue

and make a LOUD long haaaaaaa

(Great for letting go of frustration and stagnant

energy and to utilise sound!)



Simon Says Yoga - use a pose or work through a

sequence of movements both regular and/or yoga

moves

Down Dog Tunnel - everyone lines up in DD and the

person on the end crawls through and reforms at the

other end. Form teams and race each other. 

Musical Statues Yoga - music stops, call out a yoga

pose

Partners Yoga - check out the photos coming up in the

following pages

Yoga Cards - get some! Book depository or keep your

eye on scholastic

Yoga Story - make one up/play one/write one!

Mirror Me - children stand opposite someone and copy

their partner's moves

yoga games

don't forget to relax!



Partner Activities for connection, 
fun & challenge

Images from 'Yoga Pretzels' cards  by Tara Guber and Leah Kalish available from the Book Depository



yoga pose ideas

don't worry about perfect technique - just give it a go! 



Mountain Pose  - feet under hips or together 1.

Extended Mountain - hands over head 2. 

Forward fold - soften the knees, chest to thighs 3. 

Flat back extension  - hands on shins, look forward 4. 

Forward fold - hands to ground, two big steps back 3. 

Downdog - flat hands, flat fingers, spread 7.

Plank/Crocodile - move body forward, knees down 5.

bend elbows and lower to ground (chaturanga over time if strong

enough)

Cobra/Updog - lift chest, option to straighten arms, press feet and

lift legs off floor for updog 6.

Downdog - roll over toes to down dog, step feet to hands 7.

Flat back extension  - (optional) 8.

Forward Fold - release all tension in  neck 9.

Extended Mountain - roll up to stand with arms overhead 10.

Mountain - release hands to chest or by sides 11.

*as you can see, my version has been modified to make it a little easier than the traditional sequence on the right but

you can build to this over time and also add in other poses like Warrior 2 or three legged dog - after downdog.

Sun Salutes



more poses
Warrior 2 Crescent Moon

Tree Pose

Mountain Eagle

Triangle Cobra Reverse Tabletop



Shoelace Child's Pose

Hamstring StretchHindi Squat/Frog Bridge

Aeroplane

Downward facing dog

Partners Boat



Yin yoga
This is a yoga practice that is all about deep relaxation. 

Hold the poses for longer than you usually would and coach the

children to be still, to resist the urge to fidget, to concentrate

on deep belly breathing, to close their eyes. Affirm that they

CAN do this. Reassure them, that a little discomfort will be OK. 

Remind them to breathe frequently and not to tense up against

the sensations they are feeling. Here they learn focus, to work

through discomfort, to embrace change and build resilience. 

Use this style of yoga on days where everyone seems a bit tired

or in need of a more calming practice than the noisy physical

games outlined above.

Choose 1 - 3 poses at a time for a session. 



emotional wellness tools

WAYS TO USE: 

Laminate and have on display in your learning setting. Encourage children to let you know what

colour zone they feel like on arriving to learn in the morning. This stops the labelling of emotions as

good or bad and allows children to acknowledge when they are feeling out of sorts.  They can then

be guided to choose the appropriate tools to regulate their behaviour. A mindfulness corner or wall

display with a list of suggestions and pictures can be really helpful. Are your tools age

appropriate? Images on laminated cards will work really well for all ages as visual prompts for their

emotional regulation tools. Tools listed on the next page. Where to find these charts is listed on the

resources page. 

GAMES

Use drama games like emotions charades. I suggest cutting up all of the

emotions on the sheet on the right, laminating and then students pull an

emotion out and have to act it out. Some of them will be tricky - you

could have the chart on display to help. You could also have pictures of

faces that show the emotion with the label on display. Some classes

were already using these and some also had the Te Reo version. This will

develop emotional awareness, expand their vocabulary and increase

empathy as they are trained to notice the emotions and body language

of others. 



 get into the green zone

Think of a happy time 

Talk to a friend 

Do some bunny breathing

Write some affirmations

Do some sun salutes

Red Emotions

Angry

Anxious

Frustrated

Worked up

Step outside

Get a drink

Count to ten

Pillow scream

Belly breathing

blue Emotions

Sad

Sick

Tired

Negative

Ecstatic

Hypo

Silly

Excited

Balanced

Relaxed

Calm

Content

Loving

Go for a run

Calming yoga

Snake breath

Draw a picture



Meditation & Mindfulness
Get Set

Before you begin any mindful practice, make sure your phone is on silent and you won't be interrupted. 

Positions: Sitting: with easy cross legs or your legs out in front of you or sit in a chair with your arms and legs uncrossed. Make sure your spine is

long. Lying: with straight legs or bent knees resting on each other, arms away from the body and palms facing the ceiling. 

Close your eyes and consciously relax in common areas of tension: shoulders, the eyes, jaw and hips. Connect to your breath, breathing deep

into the belly without changing the breath in any way.

Ideas

A Journey Through the Senses: each child is handed a crystal, seated with eyes closed, first we focused on touch alone -asking rhetorical

questions about weight, size, texture etc. Then we used observation - see what happens (in your body) when you stare at one spot for 1

minute or more, we then lay down with the crystals on our bellies and focused on breath awareness, finally we tuned into and noticed how

many sounds we could hear both in and outside of the room.

Body Awareness Relaxation: start at the top of the body and notice or relax each area starting at the top of the head, the whole face,

back of the head, throat, neck, shoulders, upper arms, elbows, lower arms etc etc - name every body part front/back top to bottom, use

breath. You can also tense and relax named body parts.

2 Minute Brain Break: just lie on the floor, relax and breathe, still the mind, focus on breath, let thoughts go, imagine the mind like the sky.

The Quiet Challenge: sitting in a traditional meditation pose like the llama, see how quiet and still the children can remain. Time them and

have the time recorded on the board. Every now and then see if they can all agree to try and beat their best time. 

Guided Meditations for Kids: this is like a story that you read while the children are lying down. There are plenty online. I have a beautiful

one that I purchased called 'In My Heart' and my kids love it - however its very long and we usually all fall asleep before its over!



the wellness kete



Some ideas to keep your children (and YOU!) healthy and well at school and at home
We all know that children learn by modelling what WE the adults do so PLEASE lead the way! Ask the children which ones they use. Create a piece of art where children draw themselves using their 

favourite wellness tool.

 - Go outside: a simple walk in nature is incredibly healing, sit under a pohutukawa, stare at the clouds, lie in the grass, paddle in the sea, walk with bare feet

 - Talking: With friends and other people that they/you trust regularly: phone nana, write a letter to an uncle, playdates with friends WITHOUT technology or devices

 - Pot plants: Add a lovely energy to your class or child's bedroom at home and teach children how to care for plants

 - Music: listening, dancing and singing are such amazing ways to shift your emotional state

 - Journalling: a private journal for brain dumping, doodling, dreaming, reflecting and planning, ranting, realising, clarifying - whatever you choose to use it for

 - Gratitude: there is loads of science to back the positive effects of practicing gratitude regularly. Sit in a circle and share in the am, finish each day with some or keep a gratitude journal

 - Nutrition:  Just EAT real FOOD. Kids are eating waaaaaaaaaay too many packets. Good mood chemistry is produced in the gut and it can be very hard to be calm, stable and happy with an unhealthy diet.       

 - Essential oils: high grade tested and pure oils have so many benefits particularly on the emotions when diffused into the air or inhaled

 - Hydrate: drinking plenty of water per day is one of the most simple health practices to achieve 

 - Art: some children (and adults) struggle to understand let alone express their emotions. Art can be a wonderful tool. Avoid looking at "how to" type resources, just get out the materials and use intuition

 - Meditation: a simple 2 minutes of lying or sitting quietly with eyes closed and practicing deep belly breathing will do, or hop online and find some that you enjoy

 - Physical Activity: keeping active every day is SUPER important - as is enjoying what you do

 - Yoga: In addition to regular sports, yoga is a mindfulness practice first and foremost so treat it as such - breathing first and throughout, postures and then relaxation



Never use essential oils directly on the skin of any children in your care and ensure that you have notified parents/asked permission

DO keep the room well ventilated (windows cracked) while using your diffuser.

Use the 1 hour setting and allow for time off in between diffusing so no one feels overwhelmed. 

DO NOT use oils like Fennel or Rosemary if you have any children with epilepsy.

Essential Oils for the learning space
It is very important to choose only 100% pure oils that are third party tested. Many oils are labelled pure but remain untested and could contain contaminants that are irritants or even harmful. 

Essential oils do not cause allergic reactions as they have no protein molecules, however appropriate use and dosage is KEY (see tips below)

Why use essential oils? Essential oils are a fantastic way to keep children and teachers feeling calm and grounded, promote a positive learning environment and cleanse the air of airborne threats and bad smells. 

The safest way to use oils is in a diffuser. If you have a doTERRA Petal diffuser which holds about 250ml of water you can add 4-7 drops of oil or go by your nose - less is more.

Do’s and don’ts

 regarding using essential oils in the classroom in a diffuser. 

Great oils for learning

Balance - this is a very subtle and soft scent and a mixture of tree oils that is very grounding. It may help hyped up kids to calm down and promotes feelings of peace and relaxation through feeling grounded in the present

moment. 

Lemon - not only is lemon an odour eater but it is the oil of focus and may help one to remain focused on one thing at a time. It assists with memory and recall and aids those that struggle with confidence in their learning.

Easy Air - this is a gorgeous scent to clear the airways and open up the heart space. A great oil to diffuse if there are a lot of coughs about to support easy breathing. 

Wild Orange - This oil is happiness in a bottle. A delicious citrus aroma which is a mood stabiliser, calming those that need to be calmed and uplifting those that need to be uplifted. Add a drop of  peppermint for energy,

mental clarity and freshness. 

In Tune - this is a blend to promote focus and calm a mind that likes to quickly jump from one thing to another. *This one only comes in a roller and therefore will only suit a home learning setting. 

Please reach out if you have any further questions or would like to order some pure essential oils for your home or classroom.  Learn more www.debbielim.co.nz



The RULER approach                                  

https://www.rulerapproach.org/dy

Yoga cards and books

https://www.bookdepository.com

Aroha's Way                      

https://www.wildlingbooks.com/products/arohas-

way-a-childrens-guide-through-emotions

 Mood meter chart simple

http://heartmindonline.org

Mood meter chart complex

http://positivepsychology.com

Debbie Lim 

http://www.debbielim.co.nz

Resources

https://www.rulerapproach.org/dy
https://www.rulerapproach.org/dy
https://www.bookdepository.com/
https://www.bookdepository.com/
https://www.wildlingbooks.com/products/arohas-way-a-childrens-guide-through-emotions
http://heartmindonline.org/
http://heartmindonline.org/
http://positivepsychology.com/
http://www.debbielim.co.nz/
http://www.debbielim.co.nz/


Follow on learning ideas
Emotions: 

Integrate Te Reo names for basic emotions

Play emotions charades

Explore intuitive painting or art where children are given materials and no set goal or outcome as a means of self communication

Get the children to illustrate and colour regulation tools for your class's mindfulness corner

Cultivate original relationships with yoga:

Warrior 2: What could it mean to be a peaceful warrior? What in your world do you want to fight for? How can you do this peacefully?

Mountain Pose: What/where is your local mountain?  Why is it significant? What are the local stories/history?

Tree Pose: How do you feel in tree pose - what do the trees teach us? What would the world be like without the trees? What can we do for the trees?

Get children to make up and teach their own poses!

Creating more conscious classes: 

Set an intention as a collective for the whole class for the day - reflect at the end of the day

Make a personal gratitude or reflection diary and use at the end of each day

Use affirmations to start the day or re-wire bad habits using "I am" statements - weave your school values throughout

Mindfulness:

Take a mindfulness walk and record specific things like how many different coloured leaves you found for e.g.

Take a trip to nature's classroom - meditate under a tree, do yoga outside, make art with found objects, go crystal collecting

Make your own textured stones for sensory meditation 

Taking care of the body:

Set common goals to reduce packets in lunchboxes, brainstorm alternatives and share them with home

get kids to research how much water they need for their size/lifestyle etc. Maths - once they have an amount per body weight, get them to work out

how much is in their drink bottle and how many drink bottles they need to drink per day

Meditation: 

Get children to write their own guided meditations to read to the class or the teacher reads, during meditation time


